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Observers of the global political landscape have noted swift, drastic changes starting in
the second decade of this century.1 In European democracies, significant numbers of voters
have shifted to supporting populist politicians, some of whom have authoritarian tendencies.
Academic literature studying these trends has identified a number of factors explaining the
rise of populism through both economic and cultural grievances, driven by such phenomena
as automation, globalization, austerity, refugee crises, and climate change.2 At the same time,
a number of autocratic regimes around the globe have seen waves of protest movements and
revolutions. The Arab Spring spreading across North Africa and the Middle East in the early
2010s is the most notable example; but other significant protests broke out in many different
parts of the world, such as Chile, Hong Kong, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Serbia,
Ukraine, and Venezuela.
Many commentators suggest that the internet, in general, and social media, in particular,
play a key role in amplifying economic, political, and cultural grievances across the globe
and, perhaps even more important, that they have their own independent effect on politics
in both established democracies and autocratic regimes. The apparent role of social media in
coordinating protests and giving a voice to the opposition in autocratic regimes (e.g., Ghonim,
2012) created high hopes for the internet and social media as the “Liberation Technology”
(Diamond and Plattner, 2010). However, starting with a seminal book by Morozov (2011),
commentators have also noted how autocratic regimes use the internet and social media for
surveillance, propaganda, and to distract voters from politics. More recently, observers have
started to blame social media in democracies for the rise of populism, the spread of xenophobic
ideas, and the proliferation of fake news (Tufekci, 2018; Mitchell et al., 2019; Pomerantsev,
2019).
There is plentiful evidence that traditional media (newspapers, radio and TV) have had an
important impact on political outcomes by providing political news and entertainment, both
in their infancy and after they had become widespread. (For the surveys of this literature, see
DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2010; DellaVigna and La Ferrara, 2015; Enikolopov and Petrova,
2015). To the extent that online media resemble traditional media, one should expect their persuasion effects to mirror those of traditional media. However, certain features of new media—of
social media, in particular—distinguish them from traditional media. This review focuses on
these features, as they may affect politics in ways that explain some of the recent trends.
What is special about social media, compared to traditional offline media? We begin by
summarizing the main hypotheses about how social media may affect politics. The two most
important distinguishing features of new social media are low barriers to entry and reliance on
user-generated content. Low entry barriers make gatekeeping the spread of political information
1

See, for instance, books by Van Kessel (2015); Müller (2016); Eichengreen (2018), and shorter commentary
by Krastev (2018); Inglehart (2018); Mounk and Foa (2018) published in the issue of Foreign Affairs devoted
to the rise of populism and threats to modern democracy.
2
A nonexhaustive list of contributions: Algan et al. (2017); Autor et al. (2016, 2017); Dal Bó et al. (2018);
Guiso et al. (2018); Dustmann et al. (2017); Colantone and Stanig (2018); Frey, Berger and Chen (2018); Fetzer
(forthcoming); Gennaioli and Tabellini (2019).
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much less effective, allowing new entrants, previously sidelined by the political establishment.
By providing an outlet to the opposition and to whistleblowers, social media makes it harder for
political and business actors to hide potentially harmful information (Diermeier, 2011; Sifry,
2011). The existing theoretical literature suggests that this could potentially make political regimes more vulnerable (Edmond, 2013) and more accountable (Besley and Prat, 2006).
Low entry barriers can also have social costs. Social media gives a platform to all previously
marginalized groups, not only to the legitimate opposition in autocratic regimes. For example, social media can be used to spread extremist ideas, increasing their reach and potentially
their influence. Furthermore, low barriers to entry coupled with the ability of online media
users to re-post, reshare, and copy content generated by others could undermine the reputation mechanisms that serve to guard the quality of information of traditional media outlets
(Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2006; Cagé, forthcoming). As fact-checking standards online are lax,
low entry barriers together with the unprecedented speed with which users can share content
on social media could lead to a spread of misinformation and fake news, ultimately increasing
political misperceptions. As immediate reactions are often based on emotions rather than reason, fake news, which evokes fear or anger, may spread faster that real news, which is often
less emotionally charged. The ease with which emotional content gets shared online may also
contribute to the ineffectiveness of fact-checking (based on reason) in countervailing false news
(based on emotions). Low barriers to entry also vastly increase the choice of news sources and,
arguably, allow users to tailor their news sources to their preexisting preferences more finely
than traditional media allow; this potentially could give rise to “echo chambers” and could lead
to increased political polarization.
By allowing horizontal flows of information through two-way communication between users,
social media facilitates coordination between people, thus potentially making it easier to organize collective actions, such as street protests. At the same time, online protest activity in
social media could crowd out offline actions necessary for real political change in autocracies
(Gladwell, 2010). User-generated content and two-way communication in social media could
also change the way politicians and citizens interact: Social media allows politicians to receive
immediate feedback on policy actions, to discuss policy proposals, and to measure political
discontent. Such feedback could be used for policy improvements; it could also be used for
oppression and political surveillance. In addition, the low cost of creating automated accounts
and being able to post content using anonymous or impersonated accounts enable the manipulation of online content seen by real users, potentially leading to political persuasion. Also, the
data that online platforms collect about their users could be (and have been) used to target
specific groups of users to make such manipulations more effective.3
This survey aims to review insights from the academic political-economy literature on the
role of the internet and of social media in politics in recent years. (For an earlier review,
see Farrell, 2012). Our main focus is on research that attempts to understand the effects of
3

See, for instance, the New York Times story about Cambridge Analytica: https://www.nytimes.com/
2018/03/17/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-trump-campaign.html, accessed on August 8, 2019.
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those features of the internet and social media that distinguish them from traditional media.
We start by describing results about the effects of the internet and social media on political
participation, voting, and political protests. Then, we consider research aimed at understanding
the relationship between social media and polarization. As the next step, we turn to discussing
research investigating how online activity affects xenophobic attitudes. After that, we review
the main results concerning the role of social media in the dissemination of false news. We then
summarize the main results of the literature about the effects of the internet and social media
on politicians’ behavior and the strategies employed by autocratic regimes in using social media
for oppression and propaganda. We conclude by highlighting key open questions that need to
be addressed by rigorous academic research to get a fuller picture of how the internet and social
media shape politics in democracies and autocracies today and what one should expect for the
future.

1

The Internet, Social Media, and Voting

How have voting outcomes and political support for incumbents changed with the spread of the
internet and social media? We start by discussing evidence on the impact of exposure to the
internet on voting, political participation, and attitudes toward the government. We do not
distinguish here between social-media usage and other uses of the internet—such as exposure
to online news, email communications, and messaging apps—instead, we treat the internet as
a black box. We then review evidence specific to social media.

1.1

The Internet and Voting

Several papers study the impact of the internet on political participation and on voting outcomes in mature democracies. A broad picture emerges from this work: initially, the new
telecommunication technology was not used for political purposes and, thus, voters with access
to the internet lost interest in elections and politics in general. Over time, however, the situation has changed; new populist political actors have emerged who manage to mobilize voters by
connecting to them directly through the internet. This change coincided with the emergence
of social media.
Falck, Gold and Heblich (2014) study the impact of the broadband internet expansion
in Germany in the early period: 2004-2008. For identification, they use the fact that the
first wave of internet infrastructure was built using the preexisting telephone network, which
significantly reduced the cost of internet infrastructure rollout, but as the telephone network was
not specifically designed for the needs of high-speed internet, a significant number of localities
could not get connected because the wires’ conductivity limited the transmission of signals.
They find that the internet reduced turnout but did not affect the vote share of any particular
political party. The authors suggest that the substitution of political news with entertainment
was the most likely mechanism behind these results.
4

Focusing on the United Kingdom between 2006 and 2010, Gavazza, Nardotto and Valletti
(2019) similarly find that broadband internet had a negative effect on electoral participation.
They show that the exposure to entertainment content online displaced traditional media that
featured more political news. This led to a decrease in turnout, particularly among less-educated
and younger people, who are more likely to use the internet for entertainment. The authors also
present evidence which suggests that, at that time, incumbents were the political beneficiary of
this crowding out of political news by online entertainment. Identification in this paper comes
from the fact that severe weather shocks (e.g., rain, wind, thunderstorms) often cause outages
that take time to repair, disrupting internet access. Going beyond voting outcomes, the authors
also show that the internet led to lower government revenues and expenditures, especially in
areas with many low-educated voters.
Campante, Durante and Sobbrio (2018) estimate the effects of access to broadband internet
on political outcomes in Italy. Their data span from the early internet era (1996) to 2013.
They show that the negative effect of the internet on political participation, found also by
Gavazza, Nardotto and Valletti (2019) and Falck, Gold and Heblich (2014), was also present
in Italy until 2008, when it reversed. Presumably, with the introduction of social networks,
the internet has fostered new forms of online and offline political activity, including grassroots
antiestablishment movements, which in turn institutionalized and fed back into the mainstream
electoral process. The authors show that the Five Star Movement list, led by blogger and former
comedian Beppe Grillo, got more votes in places with higher and longer access to broadband
internet. The authors argue that it took time for new political actors to emerge who could
leverage social media to attract disenchanted and demobilized voters. The association between
the internet and the rise of populists in Europe has been confirmed by Schaub and Morisi
(forthcoming), who use survey data to show that support for populists in Italy in 2013 (Five
Star Movement) and in Germany in 2017 (AfD) was higher in municipalities with broadband
coverage.
The analysis of populist vote in Europe by Guriev, Melnikov and Zhuravskaya (2020) also
supports this conjecture. They use global data on 3G mobile wireless network coverage between
2007 and 2018 to show that antiestablishment populist opposition parties in Europe reaped
political benefits from the expansion of mobile internet infrastructure. They show that both
right-wing and left-wing populist opposition increased their vote share disproportionally in
places that saw a larger expansion of mobile internet networks. They also show that incumbents,
populist or not, lose political support from the broadband mobile internet expansion.
The findings from established democracies differ substantially from the results of similar
studies conducted in immature democracies and in autocratic regimes. In particular, one important takeaway from these studies is that the internet often helps inform voters who have no
other means of getting political information (particularly about government corruption) due to
censorship, sometimes leading to regime change.
For example, Miner (2015) uses data from the 2004 and 2008 elections in Malaysia to show
that growth in the penetration of broadband internet (with cross-sectional variation driven by
5

proximity to backbone, i.e., the principal internet infrastructure) led to a substantial decline
in political support for the incumbent coalition and resulted in the fall of the ruling coalition’s
40-year monopoly on power. Donati (2020) estimates the effect of the spread of 3G mobile
internet technology on political participation and on election results in South Africa between
2011 and 2016. Consistent with the results of Miner (2015), he finds that (mobile) internet
access caused a substantial decrease in the vote share of the ruling party in local elections. In
more corrupt localities, this effect was even stronger. The evidence suggests that the internet substantially increased access to political information, especially in isolated localities. In
contrast to Miner (2015), who finds no effect on political participation, Donati (2020) documents significant effects of 3G networks on political participation and electoral competition,
highlighting the coordinating role of the mobile internet technology in a developing country.
In the paper that we already mentioned above, Guriev, Melnikov and Zhuravskaya (2020)
also look at the effect of the spread of 3G mobile networks on incumbent government approval
using the Gallup World Poll in 116 countries at the subnational-region level between 2008 and
2017. They show that the expansion of 3G increases perceptions of government corruption and
reduces government approval in countries where the internet is not censored. Furthermore,
the internet has stronger effects in countries where traditional media is censored while the
internet is not. They also show that in regions with no 3G penetration, there is no correlation
between the perception of corruption and any incidence of actual corruption. In contrast, in
regions with access to 3G technology, there is a strong and statistically significant link between
actual corruption and its perception. As a measure of the incidence of actual government
corruption, the authors use the IMF’s Global Incidents of Corruption Index (GICI), based on
a text analysis of the Economist Intelligence Unit’s country reports (Furceri, Papageorgiou and
Ahir, 2019). Thus, consistent with the findings of Donati (2020) for South Africa, Guriev,
Melnikov and Zhuravskaya (2020) demonstrate, in a global setting, that mobile internet access
does help to expose actual government corruption, suggesting that part of the effect is coming
from informing voters about their governments.

1.2

Social Media and Voting

A few papers examine how social media affects turnout and voting outcomes. Bond et al.
(2012) conducted a field experiment on Facebook, involving 61 million participants during the
2010 U.S. congressional elections. The experimental treatment consisted of showing a message
with information about elections and a button that allowed users to indicate if they had voted.
Another version of the message also showed Facebook friends who indicated that they had
voted. These messages were presented to a random subset of Facebook users on the election
day. The paper finds that the social message that mentioned Facebook friends drives up selfreported voter participation, though the magnitude of the effect goes substantially down when
considering validated turnout. The message that contained only information about elections,
however, had no effect on voting. The relationship between voting and exposure to the message
6

about friends’ voting was stronger for more intense user-to-user interactions. These results were
subsequently replicated by Jones et al. (2017) for the 2012 U.S. presidential election.
Rotesi (2019) studies the impact of Twitter on political participation during the 2008 and
2012 U.S. presidential elections in a nonexperimental setting. He explores arguably exogenous
shocks to regional Twitter penetration coming from the trades of players with Twitter accounts
between sports teams popular in different regions. He argues that sports fans sign up for the
microblogging platform to follow tweets from their favorite teams. The OLS results without this
instrument shows no significant correlation between Twitter penetration and turnout or vote
shares of the Democratic and Republican candidates, but the instrumented Twitter penetration
is associated with higher turnout and a lower vote share for the Democratic candidate, Barack
Obama. Using survey data, Rotesi shows that, in areas with higher Twitter penetration (again
instrumented by shocks to the presence of popular sports players on Twitter), people tend to be
less interested in politics. He hypothesizes that the positive effect of Twitter on turnout could be
a consequence of peer pressure at the time of the elections (consistent with the findings of Bond
et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2017), rather than users’ increased interest in politics. Importantly,
the use of this instrument results in the estimation of the local average treatment effect (LATE)
on those voters who create Twitter accounts in order to follow sports and may not reflect the
effect of Twitter on voters uninterested in sports.
Overall, the evidence about the internet, social media, and voting can be summarized as
follows. The spread of the internet and social media has contributed, at least in part, to the
electoral success of populists in Europe and to reduced political support for the ruling parties
in immature democracies and semiautocratic regimes. There is also evidence that social media
can be used to mobilize voters.

2

The Internet, Social Media, and Protests

Dissatisfaction with the government translates into lower vote counts for the incumbent only
when elections are a functioning democratic mechanism. People in autocratic regimes often
do not have the luxury of political turnover by means of elections—they need to protest in
the streets to signal their dissatisfaction, which can eventually lead to a regime change. Does
social media facilitate street protests? The literature that we review in this section shows that
it does.
Low barriers to entry in social media make it easier to spread information critical of the
government, which is especially important in autocratic regimes, where traditional media is
under the tight control of the government. This increases the number of informed citizens
who are unhappy with their governments and, thus, potentially ready to take part in political
protests. Furthermore, horizontal flows of information between users of social media allow them
to exchange logistical information about the upcoming events and coordinate their tactics on
the spot. This helps solve collective-action problems and increases the probability that protests
actually take place by increasing the probability that people who are potentially ready to
7

participate in political protests actually do participate.
Several papers study whether information on social media can predict subsequent offline
political protests. For instance, Qin, Strömberg and Wu (2017) provide evidence that the
leading Chinese microblogging platform Sina Weibo contains a lot of information about protests
and strikes, despite heavy censorship that specifically targets information related to any form
of collective action (King, Pan and Roberts, 2013, 2014). The paper exploits a unique dataset
of 13.2 billion blog posts published on Sina Weibo during the 2009-2013 period and shows that
there are millions of posts that include keywords related to protests, strikes, and conflicts. These
posts can be used to accurately predict the corresponding offline events a day before they occur.
Similarly, a large number of posts mention corruption, which is predictive of future corruption
cases. The authors find that posts about protests and about corruption are mainly related
to local issues. They conclude that the central government leaves these posts uncensored,
primarily to collect information about local governments’ performance and, in turn, to pressure
local leaders to deal with problems that cause protests and strikes in the first place.
In the context of Egypt during the Arab Spring, Acemoglu, Hassan and Tahoun (2018) find
that the number of Twitter posts with keywords related to Tahrir was predictive of the number
of participants in the protests the next day at the Tahrir Square. (The Arab Spring brought
the 30-year domination of Hosni Mubarak’s government to an end). Their results are consistent
with the hypothesis that social media has helped coordinate street mobilizations.4 In a similar
vein, Steinert-Threlkeld et al. (2015) show that increased coordination of messages on Twitter
by using specific hashtags was associated with increased protests the following day during the
Arab Spring, using data for almost 14 million geolocated tweets and data on protests from 16
countries.
There is also evidence that social media helps coordinate nonpolitical protests as well.
Hendel, Nyhan and Reifler (2016) study a consumer boycott of cottage cheese organized on
Facebook in Israel in the summer of 2011 following a sharp price increase, which consumers
viewed as unjustified. A day after the creation of a Facebook page introducing the boycott
by 30 users, about 30,000 users joined in, and, in two weeks, the number of followers reached
100,000. The paper finds that this boycott was effective: it caused a strong decline in sales,
particularly in places with high Facebook penetration. The authors argue that social media
played a major role in coordinating this consumer protest.
These papers demonstrate that activity on social media is associated with subsequent offline
protests, but they are unable to make strong claims about causality. Estimating causal effects
4

The authors also show that protests were associated with changes in the stock-market valuations of the
companies related to rivaling political factions. In particular, protests decreased the market value of firms
connected to the group currently in power. In contrast, protest-related social-media activity had no direct
effect on stock market valuations with or without simultaneously conditioning on street protests. The authors’
preferred interpretation of this finding is that what matters for investors is the balance of power related to
the actual mobilization of people in the street rather than their general discontent reflected on social media
(despite the fact that one predicts the other). However, they do acknowledge that the nonresult regarding the
link between social media and the value of politically connected firms may be due to higher measurement error
in the social-media measures compared to the measures of protest participation.
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of social media is complicated by severe identification challenges: finding a credible exogenous
source of variation is very difficult. Furthermore, different aspects of social media could potentially have different effects. Social-media platforms are characterized by their content, size (i.e.,
the number of users), and network structure (i.e., the connections between the users). Thus, to
understand the mechanisms, it is important to disentangle the effects of the different aspects of
social media. To estimate the effect of the content of social media, one needs to hold constant
the number of social-media users and the structure of the network of connection between them
and to find exogenous source of variation in content. To examine the effect of social-media
penetration, one needs to treat content and network structure as endogenously determined by
the size of social media and to find exogenous sources of variation in penetration. A study of
the structure of connections between network users should entail holding constant the number
of users and treating the content as endogenous. In the latter case, the researcher needs to find
exogenous variation in the connections between existing users.
Work showing the predictive power of social media on protests (reviewed above) aims to
study the effects of the social-media content. However, moving from documenting correlations
to establishing causal inference requires finding quasi-exogenous variation in the content of
posts on social media or conducting experiments that actively manipulate the relevant content
of social media. To the best of our knowledge, the only academic paper that aims to do this
in a context related to politics is King, Pan and Roberts (2014) which introduces randomized
variation in the presence of posts related to encouraging collective action in Chinese social
media. The paper, however, considers only the effect of the content of the posts on censorship
and does not examine their effect on political action. (Nearly all the posts planted by the
authors were removed almost immediately).5
One of the few papers to identify the causal effect of social-media penetration on political
action is Enikolopov, Makarin and Petrova (forthcoming). The authors estimate the impact of
VK, the dominant Russian social-media platform, on the unexpected wave of political protests
in Russia in December 2011 triggered by massive electoral fraud in parliamentary elections. The
main contribution of this paper is in finding a credible instrument for social-media penetration.
VK is analogous to Facebook in functionality and it was the first entrant in the Russian market,
securing its dominant position with a user share of over 90 percent by 2011. VK was launched
in October 2006 by its founder, Pavel Durov, while he was an undergraduate student at Saint
Petersburg State University (SPbSU). Initially, users could only join the platform by invitation,
through a student forum at the university, which also was created by Durov. As a result, the
vast majority of the early users of VK were students of SPbSU. This, in turn, made their
friends and relatives more likely to open an account. Network externalities magnified these
effects, ultimately creating exogenous variation in VK penetration. SPbSU attracted students
from all around the country. VK growth was faster in the cities of origin of Durov’s university
classmates. The paper exploits idiosyncratic fluctuations in the distribution of the cities of
5

There is a large marketing literature that demonstrates causal effects of social-media content on consumer
behavior (for a comprehensive survey of this literature, see Liu-Thompkins, 2019).
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origin of students at SPbSU as an instrument for the city-level penetration of VK (controlling
for the typical geographical profile of the students). Using this identification strategy, the
authors show that social-media penetration increased both the probability of having a protest
and the number of protest participants. The authors show that social media induced protest
activity by reducing the costs of coordination rather than by spreading information critical of
the government. In particular, they document that VK penetration is associated with higher
rather than lower government support, and there is no evidence of an increase in polarization
associated with growth in VK penetration. In addition, cities with higher fractionalization of
network users between VK and Facebook—the second largest social-media platform in Russia—
experienced fewer protests, presumably because coordination between users of the two platforms
was more limited. In a related paper, Enikolopov et al. (2017) study a mechanism of how social
media affected individual decisions to participate in protests in Russia in 2011 and 2012. They
show that image concerns on social media played an important role in decisions to take part in
the street protests. In particular, participation in online protest groups increased offline protest
participation, but the importance of online social networks for protest participation diminished
over time, consistent with the prediction of their theoretical model.
Fergusson and Molina (2019) show that Facebook is associated with higher number of
protests across the globe. They document that new releases of Facebook that translate the
interface to new languages are associated with a significant increase in protest activity in countries where these languages are spoken, and that this effect is stronger in countries with more
widespread internet access (which enables access to Facebook), with deeper economic grievances
(giving more reasons for protest), and fewer offline opportunities to coordinate protest activity.
Manacorda and Tesei (forthcoming) study the question of how the expansion of communication technologies affected protests on the African continent. They estimate the causal impact of
the spread of 2G (GSM) mobile network technology across the entire continent on antigovernment protests using high-resolution georeferenced data from 1998 to 2012. For identification,
the authors exploit the slower adoption of mobile technology in areas subject to a higher incidence of lightning strikes. Due to the richness of their data, they also control for a wide range
of potential confounds. They demonstrate that access to mobile internet increases political
protests during economic downturns, when reasons for grievances emerge and the cost of participation falls. Combining a theoretical model with individual-level data from Afrobarometer,
they argue that the effect of mobile internet on political protests operates both through the
enhanced information channel (i.e., by providing better knowledge of economic conditions) and
through the enhanced coordination channel (i.e., by providing information on the participation
of neighbors in the presence of strategic complementarities in protest participation).6
6

However, not all available evidence points to strategic complementarities in protest participation. In particular, Cantoni et al. (2019) use data from a field experiment during a wave of antiauthoritarian protests in Hong
Kong to show that beliefs about higher expected turnout of others can lead to lower, rather than higher, protest
participation. In particular, the authors measure participants’ plans to take part in an upcoming protest event
and their prior beliefs about others’ participation. Then, they randomly provide a subset of experiment participants with information about others’ protest plans and elicit posterior beliefs about protest turnout. After
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The evidence linking protests with access to the internet is not limited to developing countries and nondemocratic regimes. Amorim, Costa Lima and Sampaio (2018) show that in the
United States, broadband internet access played a significant role in facilitating protest activity
during the Occupy movement, which began in 2011. In particular, they show that an additional Internet service provider (ISP) in a locality—associated with about 0.5 percentage points
higher broadband penetration—accounts for an increase in the probability that Occupy protest
springs up in a given location of 1 to 3 percentage points. The authors use the logarithm of
elevation to instrument for the number of ISPs arguing that, after flexible controls for local
weather conditions, the instrument satisfies the exclusion restriction.
As far as the causal estimation of the effect of the structure of online social networks on
political protests is concerned, we are not aware of any work that demonstrates it directly.
However, there are papers that provide indirect evidence that such a relationship exists. Qin,
Strömberg and Wu (2019) use the extremely rapid expansion of social media in China between
2009 and 2013, when the Chinese equivalent of Twitter, Sina Weibo, grew from zero to half a
billion users, to show how the presence of local social media changes the spread of collective
action from one city to another. They document that protest events spread more across cities
that are more closely connected through social media after the introduction of Sina Weibo
compared to before 2009, and that this contagion, caused by the information flow over social
media, is fast and predominantly local. In addition, the authors find that the arrival of social
media in China is also associated with an increase in the incidence of strikes and protests.
Larson et al. (2019) study the characteristics of network links on Twitter following the
2015 Charlie Hebdo shooting in Paris for two groups of users, those who participated in offline
protests and those who did not. They find that network links among protest participants were
denser than among nonparticipants, i.e., protest participants were more connected to each other
(via direct and indirect social-media links) relative to comparable Twitter users who did not
march on the streets following Charlie Hebdo.
González (2019) studies the role of offline social networks for protest participation. Examining the participation of students in protests aimed to reform educational institutions in Chile in
2011, he shows that the structure of the social network of students played an important role in
determining participation in protests by affecting the strength of social pressure. Students were
much more likely to skip school on a protest day when more than 50 percent of the members
of their networks also skipped school. Coupled with evidence on the ability of peer pressure
on social media to change people’s participation in voting (Bond et al., 2012), this suggests
that the structure of online social networks could have an important effect on participation in
political protests through its effect on social pressure.7
the protest, they measure actual participation at the individual level. Thus, they identify the causal effects of
positively and negatively updated beliefs about expected participation. They find strong evidence of strategic
substitutability. The authors suggest three possible explanations: free-riding incentives, a fear of government
crackdown, and difference in the strength of social signaling.
7
There is a growing literature in political science which, consistent with this conjecture, documents how
the structure of online social networks affects online expressions of protest (see, for instance, González-Bailón
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Overall, there is convincing evidence that low entry barriers and the potential for horizontal
flows of information make social media a vehicle to facilitate political protests.

3

The Internet, Social Media, and Polarization

One of the potential costs of social media, with heavy political implications, is their capacity
to create “echo chambers,” or filter bubbles. Sunstein (2001, 2017) argues that the internet
and, lately, social media prevent people from learning about opinions different from their own.
For many years, this powerful argument has framed the research agenda, which is focused on
several related but distinct questions.
The first question is whether it is true that people are more likely to be exposed to online
political content that is ideologically closer to their own political views than to opposing political
ideology. Recent research has come to a consensus that this is true. Bakshy, Messing and
Adamic (2015) study the exposure to ideologically diverse content on Facebook using data on
the sharing behavior of over 10 million users. They show that people do encounter less political
content aligned with opposing ideologies than with their own ideology. The authors show
that it is both due to the Facebook’s algorithm of presenting news feeds to users and because
users themselves are less likely to share cross-cutting content with their friends. However, users’
homophily, i.e., the tendency to form links with like-minded people, is numerically a much more
important reason for why users have limited exposure to political content of opposing ideologies.
Halberstam and Knight (2016) study networks formed on Twitter among 2.2 million politically
engaged Twitter users during the 2012 U.S. elections by analysing about 500,000 retweets. They
show that political communication is characterized by a tendency to form links with people who
have aligned political opinions. Similarly, Conover et al. (2011) study links between political
tweets in the six weeks leading up to the 2010 U.S. congressional midterm elections and show
that political retweets are highly segregated along partisan lines with extremely low connections
between left-wing and right-wing users. Yet, they also find that users mention the opposing
political camp much more often than they form links to it. Furthermore, there is a single cluster
of politically heterogeneous users, in which ideologically opposed individuals interact at a much
higher rate compared to the overall network of retweets.
Knowing that people’s interactions online are characterized by homophily, however, is not
enough to conclude whether there is more or less political segregation online compared to
offline. One needs to understand how online interactions compare to offline interactions, which
are also likely to be characterized by homophily. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) study this
question empirically. They use survey data to compute indices of online and offline segregation
and find that segregation in exposure to online news sources is comparable to segregation in
the consumption of offline news. Moreover, interactions online are less segregated compared
to interactions offline with friends, colleagues, family members, or neighbors, suggesting that
et al., 2011; Barberá et al., 2015; González-Bailón and Wang, 2016).
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people exposed to political content through their offline contacts get a more skewed picture
of political news than people who get their political news online. In addition, Gentzkow and
Shapiro (2011) find no evidence of an increase in online political segregation over time. However,
Halberstam and Knight (2016) find that the segregation of communications on social media
(Twitter) is closer to the segregation in offline interactions compared to the segregation in the
consumption of online political news.8
Finally, even if the internet and social media did increase exposure to like-minded news
compared to offline, it is not clear whether this exposure has any real-life impact on political polarization. So far, the literature is inconclusive on this issue, providing arguments and
evidence supporting both sides of the debate.
Several papers argue that the data are inconsistent with social media being a driver of
political polarization. Barberá (2015), for example, argues that social media strengthens the
exposure of individuals to their “weak ties” instead of creating echo chambers. He develops
a method to measure the ideological position of Twitter users dynamically (at any point in
time) and applies it to estimate the ideal points of millions of citizens in Germany, Spain, and
the United States over time. He also calculates the ideological composition of their personal
networks. Using these measures, he finds that most Twitter users have ideologically diverse
networks. Furthermore, he shows that diversity of the network is associated with political
moderation. The author argues that, if anything, increased exposure to “weak ties” reduces
political polarization.
Boxell, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2017) use survey data on U.S. voters to study trends in
political polarization together with respondents’ propensity to obtain news and information
online and, particularly, from social media. They compute several standard measures of political
polarization that exhibited a sharp increase in recent years in the United States. They find
that growth in polarization in recent years is most pronounced for demographic groups that are
least likely to use the internet and social media. In particular, there is a strong evidence that
political polarization increased more for voters who are over 65 years old than for those aged
18–39. Again, this evidence is inconsistent with social media increasing political polarization.
Yet, there are several pieces of evidence that point to the contrary. For example, Lelkes,
Sood and Iyengar (2017) study the impact of broadband internet availability on political hostility using U.S. survey data. They use differences in state-level regulations to instrument for
broadband availability and find that the internet increases partisan hostility and segregation
in the consumption of partisan media. The authors argue that both are important potential
drivers of increased political polarization. However, they do not have data to make a direct
link between the internet and political polarization. Similarly, Yanagizawa-Drott, Petrova and
Enikolopov (2019) examine the relationship between Facebook’s network structure and political polarization. Their results indicate that areas in the United States with greater political
homophily of Facebook connections display greater homogeneity in voting. These results also
suggest that online homophily could be a force behind the increase in political polarization.
8

These results are reported in the online appendix of their paper.
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Allcott et al. (forthcoming) and Mosquera et al. (2019) independently conducted similar
field randomization experiments studying the effects of access to Facebook on various outcomes, including political polarization. Both studies measure the willingness to deactivate
their Facebook accounts and randomize who among those willing to disconnect actually did.
Allcott et al. (forthcoming) deactivate Facebook accounts of a random subset of experiment
participants for a month, and Mosquera et al. (2019) do so for a week. Allcott et al. (forthcoming) find that a one-month-long Facebook deactivation reduced both factual news knowledge
and political polarization. Mosquera et al. (2019) report that being off Facebook for a week
reduces news consumption and makes individuals less able to recognize bias in political news
stories, but they do not examine the effect on political polarization. It is likely that in both
cases the estimates represent the local average treatment effects (LATE), as the most politically polarized individuals who use social media for political activities may be less willing to
participate in such experiments. Thus, the effects could be heterogenous, and these results,
although very interesting, should not be overgeneralized. In addition to the investigation of the
political effects of social media, these studies convincingly show that people highly value being
connected to others through social media, implying that social media generates substantial
consumer surplus.
Overall, the available evidence so far is not conclusive about whether social media increases
political polarization.

4

Social Media and Xenophobia

Many observers have suggested that, by facilitating the circulation of hate speech, social media
is responsible, at least in part, for an apparent increase in xenophobic attitudes and, ultimately,
for hate crimes.9 Conceptually, social media could affect hate crimes through different channels.
First, because social media does facilitates coordination and collective action (Enikolopov,
Makarin and Petrova, forthcoming), it could do so for potential perpetrators of hate crimes.
Second, social media could change attitudes: previously tolerant individuals might become
hateful after being exposed to xenophobic views online, whereas individuals with moderately
xenophobic views might become more extreme as a result of the polarizing effects of “echo
chambers” (Sunstein, 2001, 2017; Settle, 2018). Third, social media could reduce the social
stigma of hate speech and possibly even hate crimes by providing xenophobic individuals with
a platform to connect to like-minded people, giving a (false) sense of normality of such actions.
Bursztyn et al. (2019) estimate the causal effect of social-media penetration on hate crimes
in Russia from 2007 to 2015. Using the identification strategy of Enikolopov, Makarin and
9

See, for instance, a report “Hate Speech on Social Media” published by the Council on Foreign
Relations
(https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/hate-speech-social-media-global-comparisons,
accessed on August 5, 2019) and the Independent editorial on the report by the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Hate Crime in the U.K. (https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/editorials/
hate-crime-all-party-parliamentary-group-social-media-facebook-twitter-instagram-pinterest-a8764451.
html, accessed on August 5, 2019).
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Petrova (forthcoming), they find that an increase in the penetration of social media (VK)
increases the incidence of hate crimes in cities with a high baseline level of nationalist sentiment
prior to the introduction of social media. At the same time, there is no significant effect of
social media on hate crimes in cities with a low level of preexisting nationalism. The authors
link cross-sectional variation in penetration of social media to overall incidence of hate crimes,
therefore documenting long-run effects. To provide evidence on the mechanisms, the paper
presents the results of a “list experiment” (embedded in a survey) aimed at eliciting the share
of people with xenophobic attitudes, even when people are unwilling to admit having them.
The results indicate that social-media penetration had a persuasive effect, especially for young
and uneducated individuals, who change attitudes as a result of social-media exposure. And
there was no evidence of a reduction in social stigma, associated with xenophobic attitudes.
In addition, consistent with the coordination mechanism, the authors find that the effect of
social media on hate crimes is stronger for crimes perpetrated by several individuals compared
to crimes committed by a single person.
Müller and Schwarz (2018) provide evidence on the short-run effects of social media. They
study the role that the availability of social media could play in triggering hate crime. Using
data from Germany in 2015-2017, they show that anti-refugee sentiment on Facebook on a
particular day (as measured by activity on the Facebook page of the far-right AfD party) is
associated with a higher incidence of violent crimes against refugees in places with high socialmedia usage. Importantly, this effect disappears on the days and in places of local internet
outages and on the days of country-wide disruptions to access to Facebook. The authors also
show that this effect weakens when there are competing events in the news. Their results are
consistent with the hypothesis that, by spreading hateful ideas, social media can provoke offline
hate crimes in the short run.
Müller and Schwarz (2019) show another way through which social media can incite hate
crimes: disseminating posts with hateful messages from opinion makers, e.g., particularly influential social-media users, to the general public. They show that anti-Muslim hate crimes in
the United States have increased disproportionally in counties with higher Twitter penetration
after the start of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign; and there is no relationship between
Twitter penetration and hate crimes before Trump’s use of Twitter for political campaigning.
To address the endogeneity problem, they use an identification strategy in the spirit of the one
used by Enikolopov, Makarin and Petrova (forthcoming). They exploit the fact that the South
by Southwest (SXSW) festival in 2007 promoted early Twitter adoption by festival participants.
Thus, they use the distribution of locations of users who started following the festival in March
2007 as an instrument for the subsequent penetration of Twitter. The results are striking:
Trump’s tweets about Islam-related topics are highly correlated with anti-Muslim hate crimes
after the start of his presidential campaign, with Twitter penetration being a mediating factor.
Furthermore, Trump’s tweets reach potential perpetrators not only through Twitter: his tweets
predict higher attention paid to Muslim immigration by cable TV news, particularly Fox News.
Summing up, the evidence does suggest that extreme voices are propagated through social
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media and this has real implication for hate crimes.

5

Social Media and False News

A commonly held concern is that the rise of new online media and especially social media is
associated with a major increase in the circulation of false news stories (e.g., Mitchell et al.,
2019). To this date, there is no systematic study of whether false news is more or less prevalent
today than in the past (after all, false rumors, false stories, and deliberate propaganda based
on false facts did appear in traditional media well before the internet era). Nonetheless, there is
well-documented evidence of the massive spread of false stories online. Mocanu et al. (2015), for
example, document the rapid spread of false news over social media during the 2012 elections
in Italy. They show that misinformation was particularly likely to be shared by users who
mistrust the mainstream media. Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) report the diffusion of false
stories on Facebook during the 2016 U.S. election campaign. They identify 115 pro-Trump
and 41 pro-Clinton fake stories that circulated in the three months before the election and
show that they were shared widely on Facebook. In particular, false stories slanted in favor
of Donald Trump were shared on Facebook about 30 million times and false stories slanted in
favor of Hillary Clinton got about 8 million Facebook shares.10 Using a postelection survey,
Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) show that 15% of survey respondents recalled seeing false news
stories during the campaign and 8% recalled seeing a false story and acknowledged that they
believed it. However, a question about exposure to placebo false news stories—untrue but
plausible headlines that the authors invented which never actually circulated—gives almost
the same responses as a question about false news stories that actually did circulate: 14% of
people report seeing placebo stories and 8% report seeing and believing them. This highlights
the limitations of recall-based surveys about news consumption. Overall, the authors estimate
that an average U.S. voter was exposed to about one or possibly several false news articles
during the election. And under an assumption that a fake news article is as persuasive as a TV
campaign ad, which, as the authors acknowledge, is a very strong assumption, they estimate
that the effect of false-news exposure was rather small and most certainly not enough to be
decisive to the election outcome.
Guess, Lach and Reifler (2018) also study exposure to false news during the 2016 U.S.
presidential election. They look at individual browsing histories of internet users immediately
prior to their visiting a false-news website, as compared to browsing histories immediately
prior to visiting a site whose topical focus was classified as hard news by Bakshy, Messing and
Adamic (2015). They report a stark contrast between the browsing histories of false-news and
real-news consumers. In particular, Facebook appears to be four times more likely to be among
10

Journalists also raised flags about the circulation of false political news on social media during this election campaign, especially on Facebook (see, for instance, Silverman, BuzzFeed, 2016 www.buzzfeed.com/
craigsilverman/viral-fake-election-news-outperformed-real-news-on-facebook, accessed on August
5, 2019).
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the websites visited within the 30 seconds before a visit to a false-news website than among
websites visited 30 seconds before visiting a real-news website. The authors also show that
these results are specific to Facebook; the incidence of visits to Twitter and Google is similar
in the browsing histories of false-news and real-news consumers.
Grinberg et al. (2019) study the exposure of Twitter users to false news during the 2016
U.S. presidential election. They find that false political stories constituted a significant share
of all news consumption (about 6%) on Twitter. However, the circulation of false news was
highly concentrated, with 1% of all users exposed to about 80% of false news exposure. The
retweeting of false news was even more concentrated, with about 0.1% of all users responsible for
80% of the retweets of fake political stories. Fake stories were more likely to reach rightwing and
older users who actively follow political news. The authors conclude that despite the significant
presence of false stories on Twitter, most users got most of their political news from mainstream
media outlets, and only some extreme-right-leaning users’ news feeds were dominated by false
stories.11
Guess, Nagler and Tucker (2019) also study the characteristics of the sharers of false news on
Facebook during the 2016 U.S. presidential election campaign. They merged survey data with
respondents’ Facebook profiles to measure sharing activity. They find that both partisanship
and age predicted false-news sharing activity, with age being the most important predictor.
Users over 65 years old shared nearly seven times as many articles from false-news domains
than younger Facebook users. Conservative-leaning respondents were also more likely to share
(pro-Trump) false news. Overall, they find that sharing false news was a rather rare activity,
even among users who are very active on Facebook.
Vosoughi, Roy and Aral (2018) study the spread of false stories on Twitter between 2006
and 2017 by following 126,000 distinct stories covering different topics. They show that these
stories were tweeted and retweeted over 4.5 million times by 3 million people. Among these
stories, those that were false diffused significantly faster, more broadly (to a larger number of
users), and deeper (with a larger number of reshares) than those that were true. This was the
case for stories covering all topics; however, the difference between the speed and the width of
spreading false vs. true stories was particularly pronounced for political news (as compared to
other topics such as terrorism, natural disasters, science, urban legends, or finance). The top
percentile of viral false news diffused to between 1,000 and 100,000 people, whereas true stories
rarely reached more than 1,000 people. The authors suggest that the degree of novelty (higher
for false news) and the extent to which the news is emotionally charged (also higher for false
news) may be responsible for why Twitter users retweet fakes more. They find that replies
to false stories expressed fear, disgust, and surprise, whereas replies to true stories expressed
sadness, joy, and trust. Contrary to a commonly held view, bots shared true and false stories
at the same rate, implying that humans, not bots, spread falsehoods more than truths.
11

Allcott, Gentzkow and Yu (2019) describe trends in false-news dissemination on Facebook and Twitter
between 2015 and 2018.
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Henry, Zhuravskaya and Guriev (2020) study whether fact-checking reduces one’s propensity
to share false news on social media. They conducted a survey-experiment in France two weeks
before the 2019 European Parliament election. They drew a random sample of French Facebook
users of voting age on the Qualtrics online platform and presented to a random subgroup of
respondents statements by extreme-right political candidates (Marine Le Pen and the head
of the list of her party, RN). These statements were actually made by these politicians, but
they were based on false numbers. Another subset of respondents were subjected to the same
quotes but with fact-checking done by a major media outlet. Then, the respondents were asked
whether they wanted to share the false news on Facebook and with other participants. About
15% of respondents not exposed to fact-checking reported a willingness to share the statements
containing false news with their Facebook friends. Fact-checking decreased willingness to share
false news by about 30%. Very few respondents chose to share the information contained in
fact-checking. In addition, consistent with other studies in the literature, the authors find that
right-wing respondents were more likely to share false news (originating from extreme-right
politicians). Interestingly, each additional click required to share false news led to substantial
attrition of users wanting to share, suggesting that the introduction of even minimal frictions
in sharing may substantially reduce the spread false news.
So far, the literature on false news in social media has not been able to credibly address the
question of whether exposure to false news online has a tangible persuasion effect. There is a
related and growing literature that conducts experiments on the effects of exposure to political
false news and to fact-checking on political preferences and, in particular, on support for the
politician spreading misinformation (Swire et al., 2017; Nyhan et al., forthcoming; Barrera et al.,
2020). These papers conclude that false news can be highly persuasive, whereas fact-checking
does not undo the effect of false news on political views, despite substantially improving the
factual knowledge of voters. However, they do not consider the propagation of false news on
social media.
To sum up, the literature shows that false news does spread through social media, and its
spread is faster and wider than that of true news. Future research needs to document how
persuasive false news is when exposure occurs on social media.

6

The Internet, Social Media, and Politicians’ Behavior

The fact that social media and the internet serve to inform voters about their governments
in countries where there are few alternative sources of information has direct consequences for
politicians’ behavior—naturally, politicians are concerned about their image on social media.
The question is whether this change in behavior is beneficial for voters, thus increasing political
accountability.
Bessone et al. (2019) study how legislators respond when their constituencies get access to
3G mobile technology. They show that politicians become more active on Facebook and voters in connected municipalities use social media to interact with politicians through Facebook
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“likes,” “shares,” and “comments.” Legislators’ Facebook posts have tangible political benefits
for legislators—they are associated with a higher incumbent vote share in subsequent elections.
However, this online activity results in the crowding out of offline political effort, measured by
a lower number of congressional speeches that mention the municipalities that got 3G coverage
and by a lower amount of resources these municipalities get in the form of earmarked transfers. Such substitution between online and offline types of political activity is a worrying sign
for political accountability. There is evidence, however, that social media may help improve
governance in state-owned companies. Enikolopov, Petrova and Sonin (2018) show that publications in a Russian blog about corruption in large state-controlled firms were associated with
management turnover and improvements in corporate governance in the long run (in addition
to having a significant effect on stock-market performance of these firms).
Theocharis et al. (2016) highlight another problem with online communication between
politicians and voters, using the context of political conversations on Twitter in Spain, Greece,
Germany, and the United Kingdom in the run-up to the 2014 European Parliament elections.
They show that uncivil behavior, insults, and harassment, with politicians being a primary
target, are very common in social-media conversations with open commentary. Such an environment does not encourage dialogue and often leads politicians to use social media primarily as
a one-way broadcasting tool (not allowing comments) rather than a horizontal communication
platform.
Despite this limitation, Petrova, Sen and Yildirim (2019) show that opening a Twitter
account helps candidates running for U.S. Congress get higher campaign contributions, at least
in the short run. This effect is stronger for newcomers to politics, compared to experienced
politicians. The results also indicate that new donors are more affected by the presence of
politicians on social media. These results are consistent with Twitter helping not-widely-known
politicians spread information about themselves.
Overall, the literature finds that politicians use social media to connect to voters and that
the emergence of social media affects their offline behavior. However, more research is needed
before definite conclusions can be drawn about how social media affect accountability through
means other than elections and street protests.

7

Online Strategies of Autocratic Regimes

In this section, we review available evidence on the strategies of autocrats to deal with the
challenges that the internet and social media pose to their hold on power.

7.1

Digital Censorship

With the advancement of new information technologies, media capture and censorship also
take new forms. When an autocratic government does not have the means to perfectly control
all pieces of political information in the public domain (due to numerous decentralized online
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platforms, such as blogs and online news aggregators), it could resort to the selective deletion
of information. For example, in China, selective deletion of online content is widespread. King,
Pan and Roberts (2013) study the types of online content that are more likely to get censored in
modern China. They make snapshots of the Chinese blogosphere every 20 minutes and identify
content that gets deleted ex post. They find that the Chinese government is more likely to
erase social-media posts related to calls for social mobilization or any form of collective action
than posts criticizing the regime. This paper, however, does not address the issue of selection
arising from self-censorship and from the fact that many intended posts never went online in
the first place because they were detected by an automated censorship filter. To address this
issue, in a related study, King, Pan and Roberts (2014) conduct a field experiment and confirm
their findings from the observational data. Using randomized blog postings in Chinese social
media, they find that posts about real-world events involving collective action were censored,
whereas the posts that were critical of the government were not more likely to be censored
than posts supportive of the government. One interpretation of this strategy of the Chinese
government is that criticisms of the state may be useful to the government in order to monitor
public sentiment, while empowering collective action could be damaging.
From a certain perspective, censorship online must be effective, at least to some extent,
as many authoritarian governments develop and implement sophisticated digital censorship
tools. Yet, many observers have predicted that censoring the internet would be ineffective
because, in parallel and in response to these digital censorship tools, technologies are developed
to circumvent censorship. Do internet users actually use the technologies that allow them to
browse freely despite censorship? Roberts (2018) argues that even censorship that is easy to
circumvent can still be very effective. Using data collected directly from the Chinese internet
and leaks from China’s Propaganda Department, she shows that much of censorship in China
is based on (relatively small) frictions: even small time and monetary costs to access free
information on the web are enough to prevent the majority of users from doing so. In addition,
she argues that by using partial censorship, autocrats make censorship less obvious, leaving
many users unaware that the information they consume online is censored. As a result, people
are less likely to invest in tools that circumvent censorship, in contrast to the situation when
there is full—and therefore obvious—censorship. She concludes that, for autocrats who want
to keep their population uninformed, the manipulation of search results and the introduction
of distracting information are often more effective strategies of censoring online content than
imposing total control over online content. Hobbs and Roberts (2018) provide evidence that
full censorship, indeed, can backfire. They show that after the Chinese government blocked
the previously uncensored Instagram, millions of Chinese social-media users invested in virtual
private networks (VPNs) to overcome censorship. After acquiring this technology, they also
started using other censored websites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and blocked political pages
on Wikipedia. As a result, some previously apolitical users have started to engage more actively
with Chinese political activists on Twitter and to discuss politically sensitive topics, such as
the protests in Hong Kong.
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Chen and Yang (2019) conducted a field experiment to study the effects of providing people with access to the uncensored internet in an environment where, generally, the internet
is censored. They provided a random subset of students in Beijing with the opportunity to
use a VPN for free for 18 months, leaving the rest of the experiment participants to continue
to use the internet subjected to the status-quo Chinese censorship. They tracked the subjects’ browsing behavior, knowledge, and attitudes for over 18 months. Giving students free
access to the uncensored internet without any extra encouragement did not make them acquire
politically sensitive information. In fact, only about 50% of participants activated their free
VPN accounts. And among those who did, almost none spent time browsing foreign news
websites that are blocked by China’s censorship. However, those students who received additional encouragement (were paid for correctly answering questions, which could be answered
with the help of the Chinese edition of the New York Times) for four months, did so, and
more importantly, continued to consume politically sensitive information on the internet after
the encouragement was discontinued. Moreover, these students were more likely to invest in a
VPN themselves after the experiment ended. Thus, the authors show that in an environment
with censored internet, a temporary encouragement to use free access to uncensored internet in
order to become more politically informed significantly affects knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes
in a persistent manner. These results highlight the importance of habits driving the demand
for information acquisition.

7.2

Manipulation of Information

In addition to censoring information, governments and other political actors use manipulation
of the information available in social media to distort the users’ view of the blogosphere and distract them from getting sensitive information online. In a forensic study of such a manipulation
in China, King, Pan and Roberts (2017) show that the government is engaged in a massive effort
to post content on social media that is mainly devoted to cheerleading for the state, symbols of
the regime, or the revolutionary history of the Communist Party. The government-sponsored
posts do not aim at engaging in meaningful arguments that would support the regime, but
rather try to manipulate the discourse through agenda setting and framing to change the tone
and the topic of discussions. Contrary to widely held beliefs, such manipulative posts are made
not by paid freelancers, but by government employees working part-time outside of their regular
jobs. Given the sheer number of government employees involved in this activity, the estimated
output is impressive—almost 450 million posts per year.12
The manipulation of information could also be conducted by foreign powers interfering in
democratic regimes. Martin, Shapiro and Nedashkovskaya (2018) draw on more than 460 media
reports to identify 53 foreign influence efforts, targeting 24 different countries between 2013
and 2018. They show that 72% of these foreign influence campaigns were conducted by Russia,
12

Ananyev et al. (2019) develop a theory of strategic use of the internet and social media in autocratic
regimes. In their model, citizens use the internet both for information acquisition and protest coordination, and
governments respond by obfuscating citizens’ signals and restricting internet access.
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with China, Iran, and Saudi Arabia accounting for most of the remainder. Gorodnichenko,
Pham and Talavera (2018) demonstrate the aggressive use of Twitter bots during the U.S.
2016 presidential election campaign and the 2016 Brexit referendum in the United Kingdom.
They suggest that, coupled with the fragmentation of social media and the role of sentiment
in spreading information, manipulation by bots could have contributed to the outcomes of the
elections. Gorodnichenko, Pham and Talavera (2018) do not present evidence about the owners
of these bots. Yet, evidence presented by journalists and statements by owners of social-media
platforms as well as findings of Martin, Shapiro and Nedashkovskaya (2018) point to the fact
that many of the bots operating at that period were linked to Russia.13 This suggests that
interventions of foreign actors by means of social media could potentially influence voters in
democratic regimes. Bail et al. (2020) find some evidence to the contrary. They study the effects
of the Twitter activity of the Russian Internet Research Agency using longitudinal survey data
of U.S. Twitter users in late 2017. They find no evidence that interaction with foreign trolls
on Twitter substantially altered political attitudes and social-media behavior over a one-month
period. The authors argue that Russian trolls might have failed to seed polarization because
they mostly interacted with those who were already highly polarized.

7.3

Monitoring and Surveillance

Social media provide a lot of information on the attitudes and behavior of users and about
users’ local environments. This information can be used by governments to monitor attitudes
of citizens and the performance of local-level officials. This is particularly relevant for autocratic
regimes, for whom the issue of asymmetric information between different layers of government
is especially acute and democratic mechanisms revealing local government performance are
absent (Egorov, Guriev and Sonin, 2009). Several papers make this argument formally and
provide evidence that the Chinese government uses this strategy effectively to monitor popular
discontent and to interfere in case of signals of poor performance of local governments or of
signals of protest (see for instance, Lorentzen (2014), and Huang and Yeh (2019), as well as
King, Pan and Roberts (2013, 2014) and Qin, Strömberg and Wu (2017), which we discussed
above.)
To sum up, the literature suggests that digital censorship is effective, at least in part, and
that subtle manipulation of information by distracting users or manipulation of search results
can be more effective than blatant censorship. In addition, autocratic governments use social
media as an instrument of propaganda and surveillance.
13

See, for instance, Facebook’s announcement in September 2017 about ads bought by inauthentic user accounts linked to Russia during the U.S. 2016 presidential campaign (https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/
09/information-operations-update/, accessed on August 5, 2019). Other social-media platforms were also
targeted by Russia-connected false accounts. The activity of Russia-connected Twitter trolls and bots has been
widely discussed in the media for both of these elections (e.g., https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/07/us/
politics/russia-facebook-twitter-election.html and https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/
2018/10/17/russian-iranian-twitter-trolls-sent-10-million-tweets-fake-news/, accessed on August 5, 2019).
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8

Main Lessons and Questions for Future Research

Today, the internet and social media are omnipresent and, therefore, research studying their
effects on politics and on democratic institutions is important. Because social media and
the internet are communication technologies, they matter to the same extent as the messages
transmitted by means of these technologies. It is therefore not surprising that there are cases
in which social media facilitate pro-democratic changes and cases where social media facilitate
processes that steer societies away from democracy.
The literature has concluded that in places where the main public grievances are related to
corruption, subversion of power, and control of traditional media by autocrats, free internet and
social media do improve accountability, by informing the public and facilitating the organization
of protests. This is exactly why autocrats increasingly resort to censoring the internet, banning
those social media that they cannot monitor and flooding with misinformation the social-media
networks that they cannot ban.
Yet, the political roles of the internet and social media are not yet fully understood. There
is some evidence that so far in democracies, populist parties—on both the extreme right and
the extreme left of the political spectrum—benefit more from social media’s and the internet’s
amplification of existing grievances than actors in the center. However, there are more open
questions than answers. First, an important question is whether these results are temporary;
namely, whether people will adapt to the new environment and learn to be more critical of what
they see online and learn how to fact-check the information they get. One piece of evidence
consistent with this is that younger people (who are usually more experienced users) seem to
be much less affected by false news than older people, or at least, the young share false news
much less.14
Another important open question is whether there is something inherent in social media
that makes them more likely to carry messages of an extreme, xenophobic, or populist nature.
One possibility is that both the format of social-media communications and the speed with
which users can react (to what they see on social media) are more suited for shorter, simpler,
and more emotionally charged messages. If so, could it be that the message of the right-wing
or left-wing populists fits these technologies better? However, it could also be the case that
mainstream politicians are just slower to adapt to new technologies because they are entrenched
in the old ways of doing politics and, coincidentally, extreme and populist messages respond
better to the present discontent of certain groups in the population. If this is true, one should
expect the most successful opposition to the establishment to benefit from the internet and
social media more, regardless of the content of its message. And one could also expect that
the political establishment learns how to use social media eventually. A lot more research is
needed to answer these questions.
In addition, so far, mechanisms behind the political effects of social media are not fully
14

One could argue that traditional media such as radio and TV had bigger effects at the very beginning of
their existence, when people were not yet accustomed to their use (see, e.g., Adena et al., 2015).
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understood. Large datasets on the social-media posts should allow researchers to study specific mechanisms of (mis-)information diffusion and of coordination on social media and, in
particular, to understand better the role of the structure of social-media networks.
Several countries have recently adopted measures to regulate the propagation of hate speech,
and many more policy proposals are being discussed. There may indeed be a need for regulation—
measures adopted by the private owners of social media platforms do not seem to put enough
limits on the propagation of hate speech and false news.15 However, research has yet to offer
clear policy solutions. More evidence is needed before one can claim that the debate on the
regulation of internet and social media is scientifically founded.
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